AQUARIUM
LIGHT
INSTRUCTION MANUAL
HMD-B2 - 14 x L.E.D
HMD-C2 - 32 x L.E.D
HMD-C4 - 64 x L.E.D

Before installing your All Pond Solutions LED lighting system
ensure you have read the instructions and taken note of all
safety advice. If you have any further questions or concerns
please contact the retailer before installing the LED light
system.

INSTALLATION
Before installation check that the included power cable will reach
to a mains plug socket.
Attach the systems bracket to your fish tank rim and tighten this in
place by turning the two screws.
Once in place plug the system in and for the HMD-B2 model switch
the system on using the on / off switch located on the LED light
head.
The HMD-C2 and C4 can be turned on using the on / off dimmer
switch located on the back of the adjustable bracket.

TROUBLESHOOTING
System will not turn on
Check plug is inserted correctly in the mains and switched on
Check the unit is switched on using its own switch

System is not bright enough
Check the dimmer is turned to its brightest
Ensure the adapter connector is inserted into the light fully

FEATURES
64 long lasting LED’s
Fish tank rim adjustable clamp
To fit rim max size: 10mm.
Built-in reflectors to maximise output
Flexible adjustable arm
Fitted with dimmer switch

SAFETY
IMPORTANT! Disconnect the mains electricity supply before
attempting any installation / maintenance or handling of any
kind.
Make sure the power cable is run safely to the mains socket as if
this is pulled or tripped over this will break the system and cause
damage.
Do not connect to any voltage other than stated
Regularly inspect the system and cable for any kind of damage
or deterioration
The power supply must be earth and fused at 3 amps

SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL HMD-B2
DC 4.5V

VOLTAGE
POWER

2.5W

LIGHT ARM LENGTH

160mm

MAXIMUM TANK RIM

9mm

LIGHT HEAD DIMENSIONS

177x55x28mm

MODEL HMD-C2
VOLTAGE

DC 4.5V

POWER

3W

LIGHT ARM LENGTH

135mm

MAXIMUM TANK RIM

10mm

LIGHT HEAD DIMENSIONS

110x55x9mm

MODEL HMD-C4
VOLTAGE

DC 12V

POWER

3.5W

LIGHT ARM LENGTH

135mm

MAXIMUM TANK RIM

10mm

LIGHT HEAD DIMENSIONS

200x59x10mm

WARRANTY
Your LED system comes complete with a 12 months warranty
that covers all electrical parts.
If you require support with the operation of your LED lighting
system, require parts or if your LED lighting system develops
a fault during the warranty period please contact the supplier
of your system.
Please be aware that spare parts for this system are not
covered by the warranty and a charge may be applied for
replacements.

www.allpondsolutions.co.uk

